












Damn, girl. You are not doing yourself any favors by saying "Aw Shucks" to your
crush of two decades.



We're indirectly responsible for WAY less deaths than a rifle manufacturer at least.
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"I don't understand foreshadowing, clearance."



she was! the end! The rest of this book is blank.



"I don't understand foreshadowing, clearance."

define disturbed. Did I mess with it? yes. Was I down with the sickness? moderately.

Ooh-ah-ah-ah-ah? Absolutely not.



she was! the end! The rest of this book is blank.

shelley's personal flag is a snake wincing with the words "Don't yell at me!" written in a

nearly-dry sharpie on a pale lavender field.



define disturbed. Did I mess with it? yes. Was I down with the sickness? moderately.

Ooh-ah-ah-ah-ah? Absolutely not.

"I might be living, but this is no laughing matter,

and I don't love it."



shelley's personal flag is a snake wincing with the words "Don't yell at me!" written in a

nearly-dry sharpie on a pale lavender field.

Oh! glowing hearts!



"hey! I'm a pretty good pissant!"
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"hey! I'm a pretty good pissant!"

"there's one born every minute, the problem is it

took 30 hours to deliver me, so I think that means

I'm 1,800 suckers."



she's got a little swear mouth on her!

"but I'm gonna frown the whole time."



Don't worry, you can always wipe your feet on the welcome mat. That's what they're for!
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playing animal crossing, then dreaming about what it would be like for isabelle to be your

girlfriend (she's always at work! it sucks!)
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"yeah! I'll give anything but a damn! but seriously I do care, don't hesitate to ask".
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with those tiny cups with the swirls.
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We need people to know that we might mess up their package out of

carelessness, not out of malice.



Guess who just set up a framing device, nerds?!
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wow, a human and a mushroom?! that's basically everything!
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Actually now might be a good time."
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it's been a while since someone screamed in my comic and I got antsy.

those who dare to be stupid.
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alpha-bet you knew how to read this language.



well this "goody two shoes" is going to "stand and

deliver" a reading lesson, on this, "the day I met God"
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well, not yet.
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Wow Jessica, I like you, other people don't acknowledge how cool I am."



polly-olly-oxen-free
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As long as I can drench it in butter and garlic I guess I don't care if it kills me.



"Cremini Jistmas! You don't think anything is 'such a great idea' and you're only right 80% of

the time!"

I can't remember all the different aspects of human biological functions. More like human

bio-NON-logical functions anyway you should be fine. If not there's plenty of time to call

poison control.
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and maybe that bear knows someone who owns a really long ladder.
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joke about it for this robot.
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tfw when someone is getting yelled at and it's not you (??? is this possible???)
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Every lesbian wields a blade of some sort, or so I'm told.
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Super Pinch a website off of the internet with SPINCH! the new search engine.
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"wow! your hole is super nice wistare. damp, warm and surprisingly roomy.

we're both adults having a normal conversation and nothing about it is weird."
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ergo everything that's hard is also sharing. This is called iron-clad logic.
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not seen: shelley ran halfway home, realized she had driven to jess's house, and hand to walk

all the way back and drive 2 minutes.
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I'll be honest: I didn't really intend for Glowing Hearts to mean anything or even come up in

dialog. I just thought it evoked the feeling I was going for with my comic.
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Both? Maybe? It is too early to tell."
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"I am looking for humane politeness and all you are giving me is human politeness"



"Familiarity, hm. remind me, does it breed contempt or affection?
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"if you want to take my grandpa's harmonica you're going to have to boil it. he died while

playing it and we didn't bother to clean it when we buried him."
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for the presentation or the train?

either way, bad idea.
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